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Introduction
•

Triple-Digit Boost: Despite the pandemic, 11.11 outperformed the
recent 9.9 sale. Sell-out performance for women’s fashion in
Singapore and Indonesia registered an uplift of 136% and 123%
respectively compared to 9.9.

•

Non-Apparel Categories in Demand: Bags was the most popular
category in both markets. Tops led the apparel category in Indonesia,
while Activewear was sought-after in Singapore.

•

Value Hunters: Consumers in Singapore scoured for better deals with
50-59% discount bracket garnered the highest sell-out. Meanwhile,
Indonesians were contented with purchasing at 30-39% off, although
most products were markdown deeper at 50% and more.

The world’s biggest online shopping event, Singles’ Day has broken new
records across Asia despite the Covid-19 pandemic. Alibaba ended the
shopping bonanza with USD 75 billion worth of sales, up 95% from its
performance last year.

Over in Southeast Asia, Shopee, a major e-commerce player in the
region, also outperformed last year’s sales in under an hour. The shopping
festival was a record-breaking success for the e-tailer, with 200 million
items sold on 11.11 itself. Its 11.11 Big Sale campaign, which lasted for
three weeks in Singapore and four weeks in Indonesia also gained traction
through various daily promotional offers and live stream shows to engage
with consumers.
With strong sales recorded on 9.9, how did Singles’ Day fare this year?
Was it an indicator of a rebound in consumption or merely savvy shoppers
taking advantage of killer deals?

Instagram @hm
Instagram @shopee_sg
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Introduction (cont’d)

CHART 1: TIMELINE OF KEY COVID-19 EVENTS IN SINGAPORE AND INDONESIA
Singapore

Indonesia

22 JAN 2020
First confirmed case

This report shares the detailed performance of top categories for Shopee

2 MAR 2020
First two confirmed cases

Singapore and Indonesia for the women’s fashion segment. Nearly
250,000 data points were analysed from 21 October – 11 November (22
days) in Singapore and 12 October – 11 November (31 days) in
Indonesia.
Starting with the respective Covid-19 timeline in Singapore and
Indonesia, the subsequent content provides context to the factors that
influenced consumer demand and shopping behaviour highlighted
throughout this report.
The Covid-19 Situation

21 MAR 2020
First two deaths reported
7 APR 2020
Circuit breaker measures kicked in

in the initial stages, Indonesia took a turn for the worse.
Singapore’s quick, proactive and aggressive public health response has

1 JUN 2020
Phase 1 of reopening

19 JUN 2020
Phase 2 of reopening – More businesses
reopened
26 JUL 2020
Total cases surpassed 50,000

managed to contain the outbreak. The lives of Singaporeans have
returned to normal as early as June, with more businesses and public
places reopened. Overseas travel to certain countries has also been
permitted in September. Currently, new cases in Singapore have
plateaued, with no new case reported for the first time in November.

17 AUG 2020
Singapore and Malaysia residents allowed to travel
between the two countries for business purpose
1 SEP 2020
General travel to Brunei and New Zealand is
permitted. More public places reopened

Currently, there are close to 5,000 new daily cases reported and the

country has just entered into a recession for the first time in 22 years.
All data used in this report comes from products retailing online as tracked by
Omnilytics, unless otherwise mentioned.

5 JUN 2020
Jakarta entered the transitional PSBB phase
10 JUN 2020
Number of daily cases surpassed 1,000

22 JUL 2020
New record of deaths per day -139
27 JUL 2020
Total cases reached 100,000

14 SEP 2020
Jakarta returned to full PSBB
24 SEP 2020
Partial lockdown extended

Meanwhile, Indonesia is still grappling in its Covid-19 response with
Large-Scale Social Restriction (PSBB) imposed twice since April.

9 APR 2020
First period of Large-Scale Social Restriction (PSBB)

20 APR 2020
Number of daily cases surpassed 1,000
21 APR 2020
Circuit breaker measures tightened- extended
till June 1

The current state in Singapore and Indonesia are miles apart. Although
the number of cases in Singapore and Indonesia started increasing rapidly

11 MAR 2020
First death reported

2 NOV 2020
No new cases reported
14 NOV 2020
No new cases reported

14 OCT 2020
PSBB Transition 2.0 phase
9 NOV 2020
PSBB Transition 2.0 extended until Nov 22
21 NOV 2020
4,998 new cases reported
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Singapore: Performance Overview
Singles’ Day Supremacy

CHART 2: DOUBLE DAY SHOPPING FESTIVALS PERFORMANCE FOR SHOPEE SINGAPORE
9.9

10.10

11.11

1.77%

0.85%

2.53%

482

297

1,138

Total discounted products

17,284

23,375

30,572

Average discount

38.66%

37.36%

36.62%

Sell-out rate

Singles’ Day solidified its reputation as a major shopping festival in SEA as
sell-out performance for its fashion products surpassed that of 9.9 and
10.10 events.
Despite the economic uncertainty brought by the pandemic, 11.11

Sell-out count

registered 136% and 283% more sell-out than on 9.9 and 10.10
respectively. The number of discounted products was nearly 2x higher
than on 9.9. Consumers were lured by the hype around Singles’ Day as
the average discount was the shallowest, albeit by 2 percentage point
compared with 9.9.
Campaign Success with Phua Chu Kang
This year, Shopee held its 11.11 Big Sale campaign just a day earlier than
last year, for the same duration of three weeks. With over 260% more
discounted products this year, sell-out grew in tandem by 372%.
The appointment of Phua Chu Kang as Shopee’s brand ambassador
deepened its engagement with local audiences. The cultural icon worked
on various initiatives with the brand to connect with Singaporeans. Aside
from his exclusive appearances on Shopee Live, shoppers saw the return

of special themed days packed with three weeks of exclusive deals and
contests.
The spike in sell-out on November 6 proved that consumers were
bargain-hunters,

as

they

took

advantage

of

multiple

voucher

redemptions on ‘Vouchers Day’, alongside bank coupons and cashback
promotions. Shoppers could also place SGD 1 deposit from November
6-10 to enjoy vouchers worth up to SGD 150.

CHART 3: TRADE MOVEMENT DURING SINGLES’ DAY 2020 CAMPAIGN PERIOD
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Singapore: Discounting Strategy
Attractive Deals Pre-11.11
Due to the hype around Singles’ Day, many consumers hold off their
purchases until the actual day of 11.11. However, consumers actually
missed out on better deals offered prior to the big event. The majority of
items were markdown deeper during this period, at 40-49% compared to

CHART 4: DISCOUNT MECHANICS LEADING UP TO SINGLES’ DAY
2020

21.10-10.11 (21 Days)

11.11 (1 day)

Total discounted products

35,901

30,163

Most common discount range

40-49%

20-29%

Average discount

40.20%

36.59%

Discount range with the highest sell-out

50-59%

50-59%

just 20-29% off on Singles’ Day.
The discount range that generated the highest sell-out was 50-59%, in
line with the findings by Facebook and Bain & Company that Southeast
Asian consumers are value-hunters.
However, brands and retailers do not always have to resort to deep
discounting and hurt profit margin. The 40-49% discount bracket
returned the same sell-out rate as the 60-69% range, at 4%. It is more
important to accurately identify what consumer wants and fulfil that
demand.

CHART 5: DISCOUNT BREAKDOWN WITH SELLOUT
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CHART 6: TRADE MOVEMENT FOR TOP 3 CATEGORIES

Singapore: Top 3 Categories
Non-Apparel Dominance
Non-apparel categories continued to be popular throughout the threeweek campaign period and on the big day itself. They were led by Bags
and Shoes, which contributed to a combined 28% of total sell-out.
Activewear on the Lookout

While Bags and Shoes championed the three-week campaign period,
Activewear cropped up as the top category on the actual 11.11 event. Its
sell-out rate saw an uplift on November 7, due to the ‘Sports &
Activewear Day’ deal by Shopee. It reached a peak on November 11,
surpassing other categories with a 2.4% sell-out rate at a median price of
USD 34 and average discount of 47%.

.

CHART 7: DISCOUNT MECHANICS FOR TOP 3 CATEGORIES

% of Discounted
Most Common Discount Range
Median Price of Sell-Out
Average discount

Bags

Activewear

Shoes

72%

67%

72%

40-49%

30-39%

40-49%

USD 114.53

USD 33.49

USD 45.78

36.6%

38.66%

41.13%
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CHART 8: BESTSELLING BAGS SUBCATEGORIES

Singapore: Designer Bags in Demand
Performing Subcategories
Bags’ top subcategories from the 11.11 Big Sale were Crossbody Bags,
Backpacks and Wallets & Card Holders. Shoppers took advantage of the
sale event to snap up designer bags, as most were discounted at an
average of 42% off.

The sale bonanza not only managed to entice consumers with its
promotional offers but also full-price sale. Backpacks and Wallets & Card
Holders had full price sell-outs exceeding the category average at 31%,
indicating a great way for brands to leverage major sale event by
marketing the right products.
Bestselling Styles
The minimalist and practical styles that thrive in apparel amidst the
pandemic also translated into this key womenswear accessories.
Consumers gravitated towards classic, timeless pieces in core colours,
which are in line with the current market sentiment. Hybrid styles with
detachable straps were also preferred for the added convenience.

CHART 9: BESTSELLING BAGS
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CHART 10: BESTSELLING ACTIVEWEAR SUBCATEGORIES

Singapore: Activewear Shoes at a Steal
Performing Subcategories
The top subcategories with high sell-out counts were Activewear Tops &
T-Shirts, Shoes and Sports Bras. While the majority of Activewear
subcategories were commonly discounted at 30-39% off, Shoes saw the
deepest discount at 40-49% off.

Bestselling Styles
The recent popularity of women’s running products in the market shows
no signs of waning. Tank Tops, T-Shirts, Leggings and Shoes made for
running were in high demand during the 11.11 sale. Besides that, casual
cotton tees in large logo print was popular too.

CHART 11: BESTSELLING ACTIVEWEAR PRODUCTS
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CHART 12: BESTSELLING SHOES SUBCATEGORIES

Singapore: Comfort First in Shoes
Performing Subcategories
Casual Sandals & Flip Flops, Heels and Sneakers performed best out of
the other footwear styles. As life returned to normal for many in
Singapore, Heels have gained traction again with the subcategory
contributing to an above average full-price sell-out. To drive higher
conversions, brands employed a deeper discount of 50-59% off versus

the category average of 40-49%.
Bestselling Styles
Similar to bags, consumers continued to prioritise comfort and
practicality for footwear. The bestselling Heels were also geared towards
these features as the majority of the bestsellers consisted of block heels
with low to medium height. Black was the most popular colour choice
followed by neutral tones of nude and grey.

CHART 13: BESTSELLING SHOES
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Indonesia: Performance Overview
Singles’ Day Reigned
Despite entering into its first recession in 22 years, Singles’ Day in
Indonesia was a huge success with sell-out performance exceeding

CHART 14: DOUBLE DAY SHOPPING FESTIVALS PERFORMANCE FOR SHOPEE INDONESIA
9.9

10.10

11.11

Sell-out rate

1.32%

1.07%

3.29%

Sell-out count

1,725

1,473

3,841

previous sale events. Sell-out count jumped by 123% and 161% on the

Total discounted products

89,019

97,977

80,161

big day itself compared to 9.9 and 10.10 respectively.

Average discount

41.70%

41.93%

42.69%

To entice consumers, the average discount offered was deeper on 11.11
compared to its predecessors, albeit by 1 percentage point. However,
the number of products offered on the site was 10% less than on 9.9,
subsequently causing the discounted items count to shrink in tandem.
More than Just Discounts
The success of Singles’ Day in Indonesia was brought by a few factors.
The 11.11 Big Sale campaign that started 2 days earlier this year for a
month with daily flash deals and cashback proved to be enticing for valuehunters. The appointment of K-Pop group Stray Kids as the brand’s
ambassador also played a part in widening its reach.
This year, Shopee played a bigger role in strengthening its support for
society and local businesses through its 11.11 Big Sale campaign. The
11.11 Big Charity, which Shopee Indonesia collaborated with Save The

Children organisation, in inviting users to donate for educational
assistance in the country.

CHART 15: TRADE MOVEMENT DURING SINGLES’ DAY 2020 CAMPAIGN PERIOD
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Indonesia: Discounting Strategy

CHART 16: DISCOUNT MECHANICS LEADING UP TO SINGLES’ DAY
12.10-10.11 (31 Days)

11.11 (1 Day)

Total discounted products

125,571

80,161

Overall, the discount strategy during the campaign period against the

Most common discount range

50-59%

50-59%

actual day of 11.11 did not differ much.

Average discount

43.80%

42.70%

Discount range with the highest sell-out

30-39%

30-39%

Shallow Discounts Drove the Highest Sell-Out

Shopee Indonesia invested most heavily in the 50-59% discount range,

2020

followed by 30-39%. However, the former discount bracket failed to

generate high sell-out. Digging deeper into the discounted assortments
revealed an array of dressier apparel offered at 50-59% off, which did not
meet the locals’ current preference for minimalist styles.

CHART 17: DISCOUNT BREAKDOWN WITH SELL-OUT
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CHART 18: TRADE MOVEMENT FOR TOP 3 CATEGORIES

Indonesia: Top 3 Categories
Non-Apparel Popularity
Tops led the apparel category throughout the Singles’ Day campaign with
32% contribution in total sell-out. The category recorded the lowest
median price for sell-out, indicating a demand driven by discounts.
Besides that, Indonesian consumers were also spending heavily on Bags

and Accessories during the Singles’ Day campaign. With the extension of
Large Scale Social Restrictions (PSBB), Shopee resorted to employ
deeper discounts on Bags at 60-69% off, which resulted in high sell-out
count for the category.

.

CHART 19: DISCOUNT MECHANICS FOR TOP 3 CATEGORIES

% of Discounted
Most Common Discount Range
Median Price of Sell-Out
Average discount

Tops

Bags

Accessories

76%

76%

72%

50-59%

60-69%

30-39%

USD 11.14

USD 15.30

USD 65.73

45.40%

48.78%

32.76%
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CHART 24: BESTSELLING TOPS SUBCATEGORIES

Indonesia: Minimalist Styles in Tops
Performing Subcategories
Blouses, T-Shirts and Shirts performed best out of other subcategories.
Overall, Tops were largely driven by discounts. Although majority of the
subcategories were discounted at 50-59% off, higher sell-out rates were
observed in the 60-79% discount range.

Bestselling Styles
The details commonly seen in bestsellers were minimalist tops in a relaxed
silhouette. Besides the usual black and white, light and muted seasonal
colours were also favoured by consumers.
CHART 25: BESTSELLING TOPS
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CHART 20: BESTSELLING BAGS SUBCATEGORIES

Indonesia: Strong Full Price SellOut on Bags
Performing Subcategories
The subcategories with the highest sell-out counts were Crossbody Bags,

Backpacks, and Wallets & Card Holders. Despite having majority of the
products on 60-69% off, Backpacks and Wallets & Card Holders still
managed to drive above average full price sell-out.
Bestselling Styles
Indonesian consumers gravitated towards smaller sized bags with more
detailing such as tassels and chain straps.
CHART 21: BESTSELLING BAGS
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CHART 22: BESTSELLING ACCESSORIES SUBCATEGORIES

Indonesia: Watches in High Demand
Performing Subcategories
Watches, Hats and Belts made up nearly 80% of the total bestsellers for
Accessories. Watches led with 65% sell-out contribution, despite having
the highest median price compared to its counterparts. This shows how
consumers used the shopping period as a chance to snap up bargains,
especially on big-ticket items. Although the average discount was among

the lowest, at just over 30%, it was definitely enough to entice consumers.
Bestselling Styles
Classic analogue watches in stainless steel or with gold accents were in
high demand during the sale event. As for Hats, basic baseball cap with
embroidered logos in black were the most popular.
Meanwhile, consumers showed preference towards belts in core colours
with a statement buckle.

CHART 23: BESTSELLING ACCESSORIES
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Important Next Steps
Optimise Full Price Sell-Out: The strong performance during Singles’
Day shopping festival this year signals a rebound in consumer spending.
Although the sale event is synonymous with attractive promotions and
flash deals, there is also an opportunity for brands to drive full price sellout.

As life gradually returns to normalcy in Singapore, Heels saw a full price
sell-out that exceeded the category average during the discount
bonanza. Brands should not just focus on resorting to discounting but
optimise assortments to capitalise on current demand or post-Covid
lifestyles.
Understand Consumer Demand with Data: The performing categories
and subcategories during Singles’ Day not only gave insights into the
current consumer demand, but also prompted brands to take the
necessary actions. For instance, as Watches & Timepieces performed well
in Shopee Indonesia at shallow discounts, brands can shift slow-moving
stock at other distribution channels to the platform. Omnilytics’ fashion
market insights tool can help brands plan and execute this seamlessly with
greater visibility on assortment, pricing and discounts.

Go Granular: The results shown in Chart 5 and 16 have proved that deep
discounts do not result in high sell-out. A key learning observed from both
markets is that markdowns can be effective when the right assortments
are paired with the right discounts and launched at the right time. Instead
of deploying blanket discounts across categories, brands should plan and
determine which items to discount and how deep should they be offered
to achieve clearance target while protecting margins.

Definition of Key Metrics
Metric

Description

Assortment SKUs Count

The total count of stock keeping unit (SKU) i.e. the number of styles that a brand offers. In the report context, it is the total product count
within a data set.

Popularity Score

Popularity score takes into account product age, replenishment factor and discount rate over time.

Trend Score

Trend score is the average popularity score in the last 6 months. It is the difference in popularity score between current category and all
categories. If current category score is above all categories average, the line will be green, and the score will be positive. The more popular a
category relative to other categories is, the higher is the score. The less popular categories will be red, with a negative score.

Median Price

Refers to the price of the product at the mid point of the data set.

New-In

The products that are newly added to the retail website within the timeframe selected.

New-In Contribution %

Calculated by adding the number of new-in product count over the total new-in count within a data set.

Discounted

The products that were listed with a markdown within the time frame selected.

Sell-Out

A product registers a sell-out event when it is indicated as out-of-stock or no longer published on the website.

Sell-Out Rate

Calculated by dividing the number of out-of-stock product count over the total product count within a data set.

Sell-Out Rate at Full Price

Signals consumers’ willingness to pay at full price. It is calculated by dividing the number of out-of-stock product count at full price over the total
number of out-of-stock product count.

Sell-Out Contribution

Calculated by dividing the number of sell-out product count over the total sell-out count within a data set.

www.omnilytics.co

Get in touch
Omnilytics is a fashion analytics company that helps brands and retailers – born to make data accessible and
insights actionable so that businesses can make decisions with confidence and speed. At the core of what
Omnilytics does is the belief that information is power; pairing deep industry expertise and ground-breaking
technical innovation to bolster businesses’ agility with data-driven insights.
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